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Membership development
Actually 167 IYFoRians are members of the five IYFR Fleets in the Region Germany (for detailed information
see below in the fleet-reports)
Past Region Events

Having realized the extensive IYFR program during the 2019 RI World Convention in Hamburg and the PostConvention-TallShip-Cruise, the Region Germany Bridge was still occupied with post-processing of this magnificent battery of events which we staged for our IYFoRian guests from all over the world. Finally, we could also
solve some PCC-incidents to the satisfaction of all involved IYFoRians.

After four years of hard work, the Region Germany Bridge actually accomplishes the final accounting of the
more than 100.000 Euros we handled for the whole program and we are happy to state, that the Region Germany Bridge / Hamburg 2019 Organizing Committee operated economically and fortunately made no minus.

Many thanks to all international IYFoRians and First Mates who participated and made this possible. Thanks
also to the IB, especially to Bob Burns, who continuously supported us from the beginning of the organizing in
2016 even until this year 2020.

For 2020 the Region Germany intended to return to the ‘regular’ fellowship life. Most of the German Fleets
were able to conduct their regular winter-meetings in 2020. But in March everything changed due to the Corona-restrictions. Subsequently most Fleets postponed and one cancelled their 2020 summer-meeting.
Due to Corona and health issues of the intended successor as Region Commodore, the handing over of the RCoffice also had to be postponed for one year. Present RC Georg Hagemeyer will hand over his duties in 2021 to
Stephan Kaulvers as new RC. Martin Doller will bear the load of being RVC for another term of two years.
Upcoming Region Events:
Georg will end his now three-year-term as RC with the inauguration of Stephan. In Germany, the handing over
of the RC-office is traditionally carried out during the winter-meeting of the new RCs Fleet. This will take place
on the weekend Feb. 19th to 21st , when the Fleet Germany North celebrates its winter-meeting (presumably
together with Fleet Germany NorthEast) in a North German “Hanse” city (to be defined), and IYFoRians of other fleets are warmly welcome to this wonderful event. – Please save the date !

Incoming Commodore of IYFR Region Germany Stephan Kaulvers on his yacht “Sanssouci”

Having experienced the Hamburg 2019 Convention and the PCC as a wonderful chance to meet and unify most
of the German IYFoRians from all fleets, the actual Region Germany Commodore Georg agreed with his two
successors to conduct regulary in the future a ‘Region Germany Meeting’ every two years, meaning that each
RC organizes one enlarged meeting during his two-year-term for all German IYFoRians of every German IYFR
Fleet (for sure also international guests are welcome).

FLEET GERMANY

NORTH
Fleet development
With 58 members, we continue to enjoy good fleet strength as the most numerous German IYFR-Fleet.
At the last winter meeting we were able to add four new members to the fleet.

FC Albrecht Schmidt (in the middle) with new members of IYFR Fleet Germany North

Events
The Fleet D-North held the traditional winter meeting in Hamburg in February 2020 with a large attendance.
An informative program and social evenings provided plenty of room for cultivating friendships.

IYFR North, Hamburg Winter-Meeting 2020

Other noteworthy information about the fleet
On the occasion of the birthday of our FM Rolf Steckmest, the fleet made a donation to the RC Kappeln for the
restoration of the historic herring fence in Kappeln. More than € 6,300 could be transferred.
Notice of upcoming fleet events
The 2020 summer meeting was initially postponed to September due to the corona pandemic. It remains to be
seen whether it can actually take place.

FLEET GERMANY

NORTH WEST
Fleet development
Five new members were affiliated to the fleet. The fleet has actually 34 members.

Summer meeting on the island of Borkum

Events
The summer meeting was arranged from August 16 to 18, in Emden and on the island of Borkum

Winter meeting in Wilhelmshaven, visit to the coastal museum

The IYFR major event World Convention with PCC, at which our fleet was also well represented, could not prevent us from holding our own small but fine summer meeting. After all, it was not only a question of solemnly
handing over the FC office, but we also welcomed a new member. Conclusion: A successful summer meeting
with fun, sports, and conviviality.

Summer meeting on the island of Borkum

Winter meeting 2020 in Wilhelmshaven
Wilhelmshaven really has much more to offer than just silt, as bad tongues like to claim. FVC Horst Kiel introduced us to Wilhelmshaven, which even regular visitors to the city hardly get to know. The visit to the navy-

church once impressively demonstrated how closely the history and present of the city of Wilhelmshaven,
founded in 1869, is linked to the eventful history and present of the German Navy. After the First World War,
the church was decorated with numerous military devotional items. These include the crests of numerous
German warships, as well as the steering wheel of Emperor Wilhelm's legendary yacht Meteor. Numerous
plates and above all the memorial book with almost 35,000 names refer to the history of the German Navy.
Above all, the infinite list of names and dates of birth of the submarine crews, who almost died as children, are
profoundly troubled and should be a serious reminder for the present.

Winter meeting in Wilhelmshaven, visit to the Naval Museum

The visit to the naval territory headquarters (North Sea Traﬃc, Jade Traﬃc, etc.) gave an insight into how shipping is regulated on the coast. For the Rotarian water sports enthusiasts, besides reassuring what is being
done for their safety, there were also numerous tips on how best to behave in the traffic separation areas. The
German Naval Museum, which we also visited, is managed by a foundation and is one of the most successful
museums in Germany in terms of audience figures.

Winter meeting in Wilhelmshaven, admission of new members to our fleet

The subsequent dinner in the “Officers Mess” exceeded all expectations. The uniformed service was just as
perfect as the five course dinner.
Finally we gave audience to a highly interesting and committed lecture by rot. fellow Prof. Dr. Karl-Ernst Behre
on the development of the coastlines in the course of time.

FLEET GERMANY

NORTH EAST
Fleet development
In 2018 the fleet had 34 members. Four members left the fleet and the fleet welcomed one new member. So
actually, the fleet has 31 Members.
Events

For the annual IYFR winter meeting of our North-East fleet, we met from March 6th to 8th, 2020 in the timehonored Hanseatic city of Stralsund with its red brick Gothic, which is recognized as a UNESCO World Heritage
Site.
The program was very well attended. We heard a lecture from Matthias Weber, Production Manager at MV
shipyards Stralsund, about the current situation in the cruise industry with interesting economic and technical
details.

On Saturday we had a guided tour of Stralsund's historic city center after breakfast. Our guide took us on a
walk through the historic old town and took us to some of the most beautiful monuments of North German
brick Gothic.

The various sights, streets and squares were accompanied by funny stories.
Warmed up and saturated, we then dived very close into the underwater world of the North: We visited the
“Ozeaneum”.

After the business meeting, we met again for dinner together on the harbor island in the typical North German
restaurant “Speicher 8”. Some of us then finally went to the historic pub "Zur Faehre", located on the ferry
road that connects the harbor with the old market. This remarkable establishment with centuries-old tradition
was first mentioned in the city records in 1332 and is one of the oldest harbor pubs in Europe.

FLEET GERMANY

SOUTH
Fleet development
The IYFR-Fleet Germany South has started the year 2019/2020 with 35 members. During the year we lost three
members due to migration, inactivity, etc. but three active members joined the fleet.
Events
In the Rotary-year 2019-20 we had 6 events: starting with

a) the summer-meeting in July 2019 at the Lake Starnberg with watching the "Fishermen Fights" on small
boats, participated in the marvellous harbour festival at YCSS and the performed usual member business
meeting

b) the Visit to the famous "Octoberfest" in September,
c) the Christmas Party in December,
d) the two-day Winter-Meeting in the famous old Roman city of Regensburg with several guided tours, an
evening presentation on the underwater-world of our lakes and a member business meeting,

e) in May a Corona-influenced, small casual Chat-Meeting in the weekend home of fleet commodore Herwig,

f) in July the usual Summer Meeting with change of guards (once again) to a Rotaract member in the Yacht
Club Seeshaupt at Lake Starnberg with extensive sailing on the lake and extensive discussions on the terrace of
this YC, where four members of this fleet keep their boats.

Upcoming fleet events
The plans for the future include a summer-meeting in the “Bavarian Sail-Training Centre” at the “Great Brombachsee” (where our fleet was chartered in 2006) and a winter-meeting in December in the famous city of
Nurnberg with a visit of its worldwide-known Christmas market "Christkindlmarkt".
Other information about the fleet
Some members were also active in sailing abroad, so they were e.g. sailing with own boats from Sicily the
Adriatic Sea up to Venice and down from Trieste via Dubrovnik, Montenegro, Albania, Korfu to Sicily. Another
member will start a circumnavigation in 2021. More than four fleet-members cruise with own yachts on the
Mediterranean Sea.

FLEET GERMANY

LAKE CONSTANCE
Fleet development
We started the Rotarian year with 18 fleet members. It became apparent that some members were very active
in the fleet life, while others had withdrawn from the group in recent years. We therefore cleaned up the
member list at the end of the Rotary-year so that we could end the year with 11 very motivated committed
members.

Events
We had regular meetings from April to September, each last Friday of the month in the “Schuppen13” restaurant in the Langenargen marina at the Lake Constance.
The highlight of the past year was the sailing day with the RYE inbound students from our district. 16 participants from 4 countries (Mexico, Taiwan, Argentina, USA) were able to enjoy a day on Lake Constance in beautiful sailing weather, whereby two sailing yachts and one motorboat were available from members of our fleet.

The participants were also looked after by 2 Rotex (Carolin Kirchhof and Marius Dufner). From the pick-up at
the youth hostel in Lindau to the barbecue evening on the YCLA grounds, it was a successful day for everyone.

The intended repetition in 2020 was canceled due to Corona, but this does not prevent us from planning for
2021.

For the year 2020 we are still driving "on sight". Our next - and first meeting in 2020 is planned for July 31, 20.

IYFR Germany

Region Commodore Georg Hagemeyer
Georg gives profuse thanks to the Fleet Commodores and bridge members of all 5 German fleets, to all 167
German IYFoRians, to their first mates and children, to all guests from international fleets and also from local
Rotary and Rotaract Clubs (in total probably nearly a half-thousand enthusiasts), for improving one more year
the spirit of our fellowship and wonderful meetings targeting our goal “to share ideas, improve seamanship,
provide support for Rotary service activities, make lasting friendships and practice the ideals of Rotary”.

Munich, July 10th 2020

